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Abstract

Split path gearboxes can be attractive alternatives to the common planetary designs for rotorcraft, but because they have seen little use, they are relatively high risk designs. To help reduce the risk of fielding a rotorcraft with a split path gearbox, the vibration and dynamic characteristics of such a gearbox were studied. A mathematical model was developed by using the Lagrangian method, and it was applied to study the effect of three design variables on the natural frequencies and vibration energy of the gearbox. The first design variable, shaft angle, had little influence on the natural frequencies. The second variable, mesh phasing, had a strong effect on the levels of vibration energy, with phase angles of 0° and 180° producing low vibration levels. The third design variable, the stiffness of the shafts connecting the spur gears to the helical pinions, strongly influenced the natural frequencies of some of the vibration modes, including two of the dominant modes. We found that, to achieve the lowest level of vibration energy, the natural frequencies of these two dominant modes should be less than those of the main excitation sources.

Introduction

The performance of a rotorcraft drive system has a significant impact on the vehicle’s payload and range, passenger comfort and safety, operating cost, and readiness. To improve the drive system, designers strive for systems that are lighter in weight, quieter, and more reliable than the current state-of-the-art designs. An important decision that must be made early in the design of the drive system is the selection of the gearing arrangement. The most common choice for the final gear stage of a helicopter main rotor transmission has been a planetary stage, which features an output shaft driven by several planets. With this planetary arrangement, power is transmitted through multiple load paths. The multiple load paths reduce the weight of the gear train since the size of a gear is determined by the gear tooth loads rather than the total torque. Planetary stage designs for rotorcraft have been studied and developed extensively through decades of experience.

An alternative to a planetary stage is a split path stage. To date, split path stages (sometimes called split torque) have seldom been used in rotorcraft. Although a split path design features only two load paths rather than the three to six typical of planetary designs, it can provide a larger speed reduction at the final stage and thus the weight of the drive train can be reduced. White advocated using split torque gear trains for rotorcraft because they can offer such advantages as lower weight, fewer parts, higher reliability, reduced noise, and reduced power losses. However, a lack of experience has inhibited their use in helicopters since these designs have been considered costlier to develop and riskier to use than the planetary designs.

Recently, several researchers have studied and developed split path transmission technology. Heath and Bossler reported on the study and development of a design that features the use of face gears. Hochmann et al. studied the tooth loading distribution of spur and double helical gear pairs of a split path design. Krantz and Rashidi studied the dynamics of a design that featured a beam mechanism which automatically balanced the power between the two load paths. Kish reported on the study and development of a split path design for a helicopter; that work included extensive laboratory testing, and a similar design was selected for use in the U.S. Army RAH–66 Comanche helicopter. Kahraman concluded, after using a dynamic analysis to study multi-mesh gear trains, that the positions of the gears had a significant influence on dynamic response of such systems.

In this investigation, the vibration and dynamic characteristics of a split path gearbox were studied. A mathematical model of the gear train was derived to study the effect of design variables on the natural frequencies and levels of vibration energy of the gearbox. The results of studying three variables, shaft angle, mesh phasing, and compound shaft stiffness, are presented.
Description of the Gearbox

The gearbox studied here was developed and tested as part of the Advanced Rotorcraft Transmission (ART) Program. It is representative of technology for a complete main rotor transmission for an advanced cargo aircraft with three engines. The gearbox was built at half scale and includes only the final two stages for one engine. (The first stage of the complete transmission is a 3.04:1 ratio spiral bevel mesh.) A cross section of the gearbox is shown in Fig. 1, and the gearing arrangement is shown schematically in Fig. 2. The gearbox features a high-contact-ratio involute spur pinion with 26 teeth driving 2 gears of 101 teeth. The input power is split between the two spur gears. The spur gears share common shafts with double helical pinions of 13 teeth. The combination of a spur gear and double helical pinion on a common shaft is designated a “compound shaft.” The double helical pinions drive the output gear, called the bull gear, which has 127 teeth. The overall speed reduction of the test gearbox is 37.9:1.

Split path designs used in or proposed for helicopters have a device that ensures proper sharing of the load. Consider the gear train of Fig. 2. If it consisted of infinitely rigid parts, then to transmit power through both power paths, the gears of the compound shafts would have to be clocked or indexed such that all the gear meshes would be in contact under a nominal light load. Any small error in the geometry of these rigid parts would result in all of the power being transmitted through one power path. In reality, parts have some flexibility, and at a given design torque, there is an optimal indexing of the gears that produces equal sharing of the loads. Many methods have been proposed as a way to minimize the effect of manufacturing errors on load sharing in split path transmissions. One such device investigated in the ART program was a torsionally compliant compound shaft. The shaft had a special geometry and was made of elastomer-steel laminates that provided high torsional compliance with high lateral stiffness. A torsionally stiff compound shaft was also tested for comparison. From this study, Kish concluded that (1) excellent load sharing can be achieved by using a torsionally compliant compound shaft and (2) acceptable (but less than excellent) load sharing can be achieved without a load sharing device so long as manufacturing and installation tolerances are adequately controlled. Although the compliant shaft provided excellent load sharing, it did not meet operational requirements. The elastomer-steel laminates were adversely affected by temperature cycles, and thus, the function of the device was degraded. Since some other
version of a torsionally compliant shaft might be considered for future designs, the compound shaft stiffness was considered as a design variable in this study.

In addition to shaft compliance, we chose two properties of the gearbox as design variables and studied their impact on dynamic response: the first was the shaft angle (Fig. 3), which defines the locations of the gear centers; the second was mesh phasing (Fig. 4), which defines the relative timing of the varying, periodic mesh properties. In practice, for a given set of gears and center distances, the mesh phasing is defined by the shaft angle. Here, however, they were considered as independent variables for the purpose of analysis.
Mathematical Modeling

The model outlined here is similar to one we previously developed for another transmission. Further details of the modeling method can be found in Refs. 6 and 7.

A lumped mass and spring system was chosen to model the transmission. An inertia element was included for each gear, with each half of the double helical gears considered to be a separate inertia. Input and output inertias were included in the model. Torsional spring elements were also included, one each for the input shaft, output shaft, for each of the two compound shafts, and each of the shafts joining the halves of the double helical gears. Each gear shaft was supported by a pair of lateral springs. This implies the simplifying assumption that the gear shafts may move laterally but do not tilt. Axial motions were not considered in this study. A single lumped mass was included for each gear shaft. Each gear mesh was modeled by a stiffness and displacement element pair (Fig. 5) attached to rigid base circles, thereby automatically accounting for the operating pressure angles. All stiffness elements were considered linear and, in the case of the mesh elements, time-varying. The displacement elements of the gear mesh were included in the model to simulate pitch errors, runout, and other components of static transmission error not attributable to stiffness effects.

In this work, damping was not included. Although structural damping is thought to be significant in gear systems and is often modeled by adding equivalent viscous dampers to the model, the analogy between structural and viscous damping is strictly valid only for pure harmonic excitation. Here, we chose to use a model with no damping since the goal was to predict relative changes in the levels of vibration as the design variables were changed, not to predict absolute levels of vibration.

A set of equations of motion for the model were derived by the standard Lagrangian method:

$$\frac{d}{dt} \frac{\partial L}{\partial q^*_j} - \frac{\partial L}{\partial q^*_j} = Q_j \quad (j = 1, 2, \ldots, 19)$$

where $L = T - V$, $T$ = total kinetic energy; $V$ = total potential energy; $q^*_j$ = generalized coordinate; and $Q_j$ = generalized forcing function. Functions defining the displacement elements of the mesh model were included on the right side of the Lagrangian equation as part of the generalized forcing function $Q_j$.

The time-varying mesh stiffnesses were determined by applying the techniques of Cornell. First we determined the stiffness of a pair of spur gear teeth as a function of contact position. Then we considered the kinematics to determine the number of teeth in contact and the contact positions. Finally, we summed the stiffnesses of all contacting teeth to yield the mesh stiffness as a function of gear position. The helical gears were modeled as a series of staggered spur gears so that Cornell's method for spur gears could be applied. The time-varying stiffness function for the spur mesh stiffness elements is shown in Fig. 4. The positions of sudden change in the stiffness function are positions of change in the number of teeth in contact. These sudden changes in stiffness are a major source of vibration in geared systems.

The time-varying mesh displacement elements were defined as the sum of two sinusoidal functions whose frequencies are equal to the rotation frequencies of the two meshing gears. The elements were defined this way to simulate the effects of typical runout and accumulated pitch errors on the motions of the system.

After applying the Lagrangian technique, we made the resulting set of equations nondimensional to prepare them for a numeric solution. The mathematical model derived was a set of 19 equations with linear but time-varying coefficients. The system of equations is semidefinite, having a rigid body mode.
in torsion. The sources of forced vibration for the system used in this study were the time-varying mesh stiffness and displacement elements. These elements were defined such that the static transmission errors of the analytical model were similar to those of typical gearboxes. No external varying forcing functions or mass imbalance effects were considered in this study.

**Analysis Techniques**

Both time domain and frequency domain calculations were done to study the system of equations of the mathematical model. We calculated the system's natural frequencies to study behavior in the frequency domain, and we integrated the equations numerically using a fifth/sixth order Runge-Kutta method\(^1\) to study behavior in the time domain. To integrate, one needs an appropriate set of initial conditions. In this investigation, we set all generalized coordinates equal to zero, and zero forces and torques were applied to the system. Thus, zero potential energy was stored in the spring elements at time equal to zero. This initial condition corresponds to the gearbox operating at speed with negligible load and with negligible vibration. The transition from this known initial state to the full power condition was accomplished by gradually applying input and output torques to the system with a 0.05-sec ramp-up function. At any instant, torques corresponding to equal but opposite power were applied to the input and output inertias. The time step of the numeric integration was selected to be about 1/40th of the spur gear mesh period.

The procedure just described for the time domain studies yielded the system response to both the time-varying mesh properties and the ramp-up input and output torque functions. Since we were interested in obtaining the system response to the time-varying mesh only, a second set of time domain calculations were done with the mesh properties defined as constants equal to the time-averaged mean value. This gave the system response to just the ramp-up functions. Then, applying the principle of superposition, we subtracted the response to just the ramp-up functions from that of both excitations to determine the system response to the time-varying mesh properties only. From the system response for typical gearbox excitations, figures of merit, based on the vibration energy of the system, were calculated as follows to compare design options:

\[
E_i = \frac{1}{2} \int_{t_1}^{t_2} k_i \beta^2 dt
\]

\[
E_i = \frac{\beta}{t_2 - t_1} (i = 1, 2, ..., 21)
\]

Here, \(E_i\) is the vibration energy figure of merit for spring \(i\); \(k_i\) is the spring constant; and \(\beta\) is the change in length of the spring element from its mean length during the time from \(t_1\) to \(t_2\). For torsional motions, the equation was applied directly. For lateral motions, the two springs supporting each shaft were converted to a single radial stiffness value, and the lateral motions were converted from Cartesian to polar coordinates before the figure of merit was calculated. The figure of merit is a measure of the vibration energy passing through a shaft or shaft support.

**Parametric Studies and Results**

The ART split path test gearbox with a torsionally compliant compound shaft\(^8\) (Fig. 1) was the baseline design for this study. Variations of this design were also studied by changing one design variable at a time to explore the impact of the variable on vibration modes and vibration energy levels of the gearbox.

**Frequency Domain Studies**

The input pinion shaft angle \(\alpha\) (Fig. 3) was considered as a design variable. For a given set of gears and center distances, it defines the locations of the gear centers. The natural frequencies of the gearbox were calculated as the shaft angle was varied from \(80^\circ\) to \(180^\circ\) (see Fig. 6). Note that many of the natural frequencies remain essentially constant as the shaft angle is varied. Also, it is significant that many modes are within the range of the gearbox meshing fundamental frequencies and primary harmonics, the spur fundamental frequency being 2140 Hz and the helical being 275 Hz. In practice, the selection of shaft angle would be dictated not only by predicted dynamic

![Fig. 6.-Effect of shaft angle on natural frequencies and relationships to mesh frequencies.](image-url)
response but also by other requirements such as gearbox envelope constraints, location of accessory drives, and static bearing loads, among others. With this in mind, and since many of the natural frequencies were not significantly changed by varying the shaft angle, we did no further studies on the effect of shaft angle. Also, we judged that for studying the effects of shaft stiffness and mesh phasing, the trends obtained with the baseline shaft angle would be similar to trends obtained with any practical shaft angle.

The compound shaft torsional stiffness was also considered as a design variable, and the natural frequencies of the gearbox were calculated as the shaft stiffness was varied from $1 \times 10^6$ to $8.8 \times 10^6$ in.-lb/rad (see Fig. 7). Although many of the natural frequencies did not change, the frequencies of some modes, especially modes 15 and 16, were significantly affected. As the shaft stiffness was increased, modes 15 and 16 approached the second harmonic of the spur mesh frequency of 4280 Hz. The effect of shaft stiffness was investigated further by using time domain studies; those results follow later in this report.

**Time Domain Studies of the Effect of Mesh Phasing**

The time domain response and vibration energy figures of merit $E_i$ for the gearbox (defined earlier in this report) were calculated while the mesh phase was varied as a design variable over the full range of $0^\circ$ to $360^\circ$. The results showed that mesh phasing has a very significant impact on the levels of vibration of the gearbox. Figure 8 shows the radial displacement of the gearshafts from their mean position versus time, for a mesh phase equal to $0^\circ$; Fig. 9 shows the same for a mesh phase equal to $90^\circ$. The radial vibration of all the shafts increases significantly for the $90^\circ$ phasing. Figures 10 and 11 show the dynamic shaft torques for the compound shaft at $0^\circ$ and $90^\circ$ mesh phases, respectively. Although the torsional vibration in both shafts increases for $90^\circ$ mesh phasing, the increase is more pronounced in the right compound shaft, or in other words, more pronounced in one of the two dual power paths.

A plot of the vibration energy figures of merit for the lateral vibrations (Fig. 12) shows that similar, relatively low vibration energy levels are produced for all shafts by $0^\circ$ and $180^\circ$ phasing. On the other hand, the $90^\circ$ and the $270^\circ$ mesh phasing produce levels of vibration nearly an order of magnitude greater. Note that the energy of the lateral vibrations of the dual power paths (right and left compound shafts) are essentially equal for all cases.

The vibration energy figures of merit for the torsional vibration (Fig. 13) exhibit more complex behavior than the lateral vibration figures of merit. As with the lateral vibration, $180^\circ$ mesh phasing produces the lowest levels of vibration energy. It is very interesting to note that the matched sinusoidal shapes of the torsional and lateral vibration plots for the right compound shaft indicate the response is coupled. Conversely, the shapes of the left compound shaft torsional and lateral vibration plots are not matched.

Several differences were observed in the dynamic response of the left and right power paths. Whereas the geometry of the gearbox can be obtained by mirroring one-half of the gearbox about the center plane, the direction of one compound shaft does not mirror the other. Therefore, the loading of the two power paths are not symmetric, and force-coupled dynamic responses of the power paths can be expected to differ. A dynamic model, such as presented here, can assist in anticipating such differences.

**Time Domain Studies of the Effect of Shaft Stiffness**

The time domain response and vibration energy figures of merit $E_i$, as defined earlier in this report, were calculated for the gearbox while the two compound shaft stiffnesses were varied together over the range of $1 \times 10^6$ to $15 \times 10^6$ in.-lb/rad. A mesh phasing of $90^\circ$ was used for all cases of this study. The results showed that shaft stiffness has a very significant impact on the levels of vibration of the gearbox. Figure 14 shows the variation in torsional vibration energy levels for five of the shafts of the gearbox as the compound shaft stiffness was varied. At a stiffness of about $6.8 \times 10^6$ in.-lb/rad, the natural frequency of the 16th mode of vibration coincides with the second harmonic of the spur mesh fundamental frequency. This results in the sharp increase in the torsional vibration of one of the two dual power paths (the left path). As the shaft stiffness is further increased toward $9.0 \times 10^6$ in.-lb/rad, the 15th mode of vibration is excited by the spur mesh second harmonic. This mode of vibration is very strong, causing large angular displacements in the right side power path.
Fig. 8.—Gearshaft radial displacement from mean position for the case of 0° phasing of dual power paths showing vibration levels for all gearshaft supports. (a) Left compound shaft. (b) Right compound shaft. (c) Input pinion shaft. (d) Bull gear shaft.
Fig. 9.—Gearshaft radial displacement from mean position for the case of 90° phasing of dual power paths showing large increase in vibration levels for all gearshaft supports. (a) Left compound shaft. (b) Right compound shaft. (c) Input pinion shaft. (d) Bull gear shaft.
Fig. 10.—Shaft torques for 0° phasing of dual power paths showing baseline levels of torsional vibration. (a) Left compound shaft. (b) Right compound shaft.

Fig. 11.—Shaft torques for 90° phasing of dual power paths showing large increase in torsional vibration of right power path. (a) Left compound shaft. (b) Right compound shaft.
Fig. 12.—Energy of shaft lateral vibration as a function of mesh phase angle showing low vibration levels for 0° and 180° phase angles.

Fig. 13.—Energy of shaft torsional vibration as a function of mesh phase angle.

Fig. 14.—Energy of shaft torsional vibration as a function of compound shaft stiffness.

Fig. 15.—Energy of shaft lateral vibration as a function of compound shaft stiffness.
The changes in the lateral vibration energy levels of four shafts are depicted in Fig. 15 as a function of the compound shaft stiffness. Note that although very strong torsional resonances were essentially limited to one of the two power paths, all four of the gearshafts had high lateral vibration levels when a resonance was excited. The power density frequency spectrum of the right compound shaft torsional vibration was calculated for the two values of shaft stiffneses studied. These two spectra are presented in Fig. 16. Note that at a shaft stiffness equal to $3.0 \times 10^6$ in.-lb/rad (Fig. 16(a)), the second harmonic of spur mesh frequency is strongly represented. There is also some energy at frequencies near the 15th and 16th natural frequencies even though they do not correspond to any mesh fundamental harmonic. This would indicate that the 15th and 16th modes are dominant ones for this system and that the second harmonic of mesh frequency is a strong excitation.

Fig. 16.—Spectrum of power density of shaft torsional vibration energy for right compound shaft at two stiffnesses. (a) Compound shaft stiffness = $3.0 \times 10^6$ in.-lb/rad. (b) Compound shaft stiffness = $7.8 \times 10^6$ in.-lb/rad.
source. As the shaft stiffness is increased to $7.8 \times 10^6$ in.-lb/rad, the natural frequencies of the 15th and 16th modes fall very close to the second harmonic of the spur mesh fundamental and cause large torsional vibrations. The natural frequencies of these two dominant modes are significantly influenced by the stiffnesses of the compound shafts.

Referring again to Fig. 15, we note that, to achieve low levels of lateral vibration, the compound shaft stiffness should be selected such that the natural frequencies of the 15th and 16th modes are less than the frequency of the main excitation source (i.e., a shaft stiffness less than $6.0 \times 10^6$ in.-lb/rad). Making the 15th and 16th natural frequencies greater than the excitation source by selecting a very stiff compound shaft (i.e., near $15 \times 10^6$ in.-lb/rad) avoids the resonance condition but still results in relatively large vibration levels.

For the range of shaft stiffness from $1 \times 10^6$ to about $6 \times 10^6$ in.-lb/rad, the lateral vibration energy tends to decrease as the shaft stiffness is increased (Fig. 17). This contradicts Kish's experimental data$^8$ for this gearbox, which showed that vibration of the gearbox tended to decrease as the shaft stiffness decreased. However, we must consider that the elastomeric device that produced the low shaft stiffness and low vibration in his experimental study also provided more damping than the all-steel device that produced high shaft stiffness and high vibration. In the analysis done here, damping was not considered; therefore, our results imply that in Kish's study$^8$ the reduction in vibration level provided by the elastomeric device was primarily a result of the increased damping and not the low torsional stiffness of the device.

**Summary and Conclusions**

A split path gearbox was studied by using an undamped, lumped spring and mass analytical model. Both frequency domain and time domain studies were done to determine the effects of three design variables (shaft angle, mesh phasing, and compound shaft stiffness) on the natural frequencies of vibration and vibration energy levels. For the time domain studies, the time-varying gear mesh properties were the source of vibration excitation. The equations of motion were derived by the Lagrangian method, and time domain studies were done using a fifth/sixth order Runge-Kutta method. The gearbox studied was the Advanced Rotorcraft Transmission Program split path test gearbox. The following observations and conclusions were drawn from the results of the dynamic analysis.

1. The mesh phasing strongly influenced the level of vibration energy. Mesh phasing at $0^\circ$ and $180^\circ$ produced low levels of lateral vibration, whereas mesh phasing at $90^\circ$ and $270^\circ$ produced relatively high vibration levels.

2. For the right compound shaft, both the lateral and torsional vibration levels varied as the mesh phasing varied; for the left compound shaft, the torsional vibration level remained relatively constant whereas the lateral vibration varied.

3. For the system studied here, the natural frequencies of two dominant modes of vibration were significantly influenced by the stiffness of the shafts that connect the spur gears to the helical pinions.

4. To achieve the lowest levels of vibration energy, the stiffnesses of the shafts connecting the spur gears to the helical pinions should be such that the natural frequencies of the dominant modes are less than the frequencies of the main excitation sources.

5. As the stiffnesses of the shafts connecting the spur gears to the helical pinions changed from about $1 \times 10^6$ to $6 \times 10^6$ in.-lb/rad, the vibration energy of lateral vibration decreased.

6. The reduction in vibration provided by the elastomeric device used by Kish was primarily due to increased damping, not the low stiffness of the device.

7. Most of the natural frequencies of vibration were not significantly influenced by varying the shaft angle.
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